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Near-infrared absorption spectrum of the Ar–HD complex: A theoretical
study of predissociation effects

Felicja Mrugałaa)

Institute of Physics, N. Copernicus University, Grudzia¸dzka 5, 87-100 Torun´, Poland

~Received 14 September 2000; accepted 27 April 2001!

Results of close-coupling calculations on the near-infrared absorption by the Ar–HD(v50,j 51)
complex, exploiting the best available empirical and theoretical models of intermolecular potential
and of induced-dipole moment for Ar–H2, are reported. The first quantitative description of the
S1(1) band of the spectrum is given, including transition energies, linewidths, and intensities, and
the description of theQ1(1) band, included in the recent study on Ar–HD@J. Chem. Phys.109,
10823~1998!#, is completed with calculation of the spectrum shape. A pattern of pairs of lines of
distinct widths and heights is found in theT- and N-transition regions of theS1(1) band. The
narrow lines in the pairs~widths ;0.1– 0.2 cm21! result from transitions between bound and
predissociating states. The wider lines~about 6–10 times! appear due to transitions between
predissociating states. The relations between heights of lines in the pairs differ qualitatively from the
relative intensities of the corresponding lines in theS1(1) band of the absorption spectrum of
Ar–H2. In theQ1(1) band, transitions between states predissociating rotationally are found to be the
only ones which have discernible impact on the line contour. Results of this work and the recent
results on the Ar–HD(v50,j 50) complex are summarized in a discussion of effects of the
asymmetric isotopic substitution on the absorption spectrum shape. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1379754#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ar–HD belongs to the earliest discovered1 and the most
thoroughly investigated family of van der Waa
molecules.2–9 As typical for this kind of molecules, the rovi
brational energy spectrum of Ar–HD consists of relative
few truly bound state levels~20, as established recently9! and
of numerous metastable states which can decay by tunne
~the quasibound states!, by coupling between intra- and in
termolecular vibrational and rotational modes of motion~the
predissociating states!, or by a combination of these mech
nisms. Among the best-known complexes formed by hyd
gen molecule isotopomers with noble gas atoms, the Ar–
complex is distinguished by rapid decay through rotatio
predissociation~about two orders of magnitude faster th
the rates characteristic for Ar–H2 and Ar–D2!. From that
stems the role of the Ar–HD complex as a benchm
weakly bound system for studying predissociation pheno
enon.

There have been several stages in theoretical studie
the Ar–HD complex. The modeling of the electronic ener
potential surface for the Ar1H2 system was certainly the
leading motive of the studies at their initial stage. At the tim
when the first measured predissociation widths in the n
infrared absorption spectrum of Ar–HD became availab2

theoretical investigations of weak-anisotropy van der Wa
molecules10 revealed ‘‘that predissociation level widths do
contain information about the potential anisotropy whi
cannot be obtained from the level energies alone.’’ Natura
the first theoretical studies on predissociation in the Ar–H

a!Electronic mail: felicja@phys.uni.torun.pl
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complex were focused on calculation of the widths.5,6 Mak-
ing such calculations so efficient that the measured wid
could be included in the iterative determination of empiric
potentials was, and still is~cf. Ref. 11!, a desirable goal to
achieve. At the next stage, the scope of studies of the Ar–
complex became considerably broadened by adoption of
view of the predissociation as resonances in the photodi
ciation process. Accurate photodissociation calculations h
become possible due to the exploitation of the idea of ar
cial scattering channel12 for numerical implementation of the
rigorous theory of photodissociation of triatomic molecule
developed by Balint-Kurti and Shapiro.13,14 Application of
this theory to the Ar–HD complex resulted in the fir
simulation7,8 of the predissociation limited shape of th
S1(0) band in its absorption spectrum.

In the last decade, there have been remarkable deve
ments in the determination of intermolecular potential s
faces of van der Waals complexes. Due to the developm
of the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory~SAPT! of in-
termolecular interactions~cf. Ref. 15 for a review!, the first
fully ab initio potential for the Ar–H2 complex appeared in
1993.16 In 1996 a new empirical potential for Ar–H2, fitted
to the most recent high-resolution discrete infrared spe
for Ar–H2 and Ar–D2,

3 was published;17 it represents the
first application of the sophisticated exchange-coulomb~XC!
model to a three-dimensional atom-diatom potential surfa
This new electronic structure information has naturally
voked a desire for assessing its quality by comparing t
possibly wide range of experimental data, and in particu
with the data for the predissociation widths in the Ar–H
complex. That was the goal of our recent study on the ne
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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infrared absorption spectrum of the Ar–HD complex.9 That
study was also concerned with some purely dynamic asp
of the photoabsorption process~the role of transition from
quasibound states!, as this appeared necessary for achiev
good consistency with the experiment on the theoret
shape of theS1(0) band of the spectrum.

The comparison of theory with experiment in Ref.
shows that theory can reliably investigate aspects of ph
absorption dynamics of the Ar–HD complex which are d
ficult to study experimentally with high accuracy. Of partic
lar interest is absorption by this complex when HD
rotationally excited.1,3 The corresponding parts of the spe
trum in the near-infrared range are the bands accompan
the Q1(1) andS1(1) transitions in HD. These bands see
worthy of a deeper analysis for the following reasons:

~i! They involve predissociation effects which are mo
diverse than those occurring in theS1(0) band studied
previously. The diversity results from the fact th
both the final and the initial states of many transitio
composing these bands can decay by rotational
dissociation. Since the decay rates of initial and t
minal states of the transitions vary over a wide ran
~cf. Ref. 9 and Sec. IV!, the very nature of a van de
Waals complex—as an intermediate between a typ
~bound! molecule and a typical~free! collision
system—is reflected. How this character manifests
self in the absorption spectrum shape is therefor
question of quite general importance. A recent sim
lation of the shape of theS1(0) band9 revealing that
some inconsistencies with experiment encountere
an earlier study7,8 have origins quite different than
was suspected shows that the answer to the questi
not as obvious as it might seem.

~ii ! Because of the abundance of transitions between
idly predissociating states, an adequate simulation
the shapes of theQ1(1) andS1(1) bands becomes, t
a large extent, a matter of the determination of re
nance structures in the cross section for collisio
induced absorption~CIA!. Since the anisotropy of the
intermolecular interaction is the cause of these str
tures, the rigorous version of the CIA theory for m
lecular gases18,19 has to be applied. Applications o
this version have been rare~see Ref. 20 for a review!
because of computational expense, so improved w
of numerical implementation of the theory should
sought. This is, therefore, a good occasion to prom
the idea of transplanting to the field of molecular C
calculations the invariant imbedding techniqu
which, due to their stability and efficiency, are wide
used in solving the coupled equations of the quant
theory of molecular collisions~see Ref. 21 and refer
ences therein!. Though the idea itself seems obviou
it had not been tried till the recent calculations on t
shape of theS1(0) band of Ar–HD9 in which the
log-derivative method,22 generalized for the evalua
tion of first-order free–free transition amplitudes23

was exploited. Line-shape simulation of theS1(1)
and Q1(1) bands is a considerably more demand
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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task, requiring evaluation of a greater number of ph
totransition amplitudes between multichannel fr
states which necessarily involve close-channel co
ponents. Thus, exploitation of the generalized lo
derivative method in such a simulation can provi
further evidence that the method is capable of fac
tating the investigations of molecular collisions in
weak radiation field. Indeed, the method avoids dir
evaluation of the initial and final state functions, an
it does not require enlarging the system of the coup
equations which have to be simultaneously dealt w
Because of the latter feature it should be more e
cient than the approach employed in the most rec
calculations on the infrared absorption spectra by
H2–He collision pairs, Ref. 24, being an adaptation
the close-coupling theory of atomic collisions in a r
diation field of arbitrary strength.25

~iii ! The overall shape of theQ1(1) band should be sen
sitive, much more than the shapes of theS1(0) and
S1(1) bands, to the relative strengths of the two ba
spherical components of the induced-dipole mom
vector for Ar–H2, the quadrupole-induced and th
charge-induced terms.26,27 Some new information
may be expected to emerge from calculations of
shape of this band concerning adequacy of the emp
cal models of the induced dipole for Ar–H2.

26,28

The scope of investigations on the dynamics of photo
sorption by the Ar–HD complex is extended in this work
the S1(1) andQ1(1) bands so that the picture of prediss
ciation effects exhibited by this benchmark system could
made more complete. The theory and the computatio
methodology used in the present investigations are basic
the same as those applied in Ref. 9.

A. Contents of the paper

Since a sufficiently detailed description of the theory
photoabsorption dynamics by atom–diatom van der Wa
complexes was presented in Ref. 9, only some neces
definitions are repeated in Sec. II of the present paper. M
space is devoted to a description of the dynamic implicati
of the asymmetric isotopic substitution. Of particular intere
is the influence of the enhanced rotational predissociation
the absorption spectrum shape. Attention is paid to effe
which may appear because of the presence of transitions
tween predissociating states. In Sec. III, a description of c
culations done in this work is given. It includes the mo
important details of the line-shape simulations of the pred
sociation limited spectrum of Ar–HD. In particular, informa
tion is given on the computational effort which was nece
sary for the inclusion of transitions between predissociat
states. A part of the description is devoted to simulations
absorption spectrum contours limited by experimental re
lution. Such simulations, for the Ar–H2 complex, were also
performed in the course of the investigations on the dyna
ics of Ar–HD. They were aimed at:~i! collecting sufficient
numerical material for a quantitative discussion of effects
the asymmetric isotopic substitution, and~ii ! providing an
assessment of accuracy of new results for the Ar–HDv
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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50,j 51) complex~which cannot be verified at present b
direct confrontation with experiment!. Section III also con-
tains a brief description of some preparatory tests wh
helped in choosing the input to the line-shape simulations
the Ar–HD absorption spectrum. Considered were: two e
pirical models of the induced-dipole moment, of Refs.
and 28, respectively, and two models of the intermolecu
potential for Ar–H2, the empirical XC model17 and the the-
oretical~SAPT! potential.16 In Sec. IV, a comprehensive pre
sentation is made of results of the accurate close-coup
calculations performed on the absorption spectrum of
Ar–HD complex in this and previous works.9 Factors deter-
mining the spectrum, energy level positions and widths,
relative intensities of individual transitions are analyzed a
compared with the respective characteristics of the spect
of Ar–H2. An estimation of the changes introduced by asy
metry of the isotopic substitution is attempted. Besides
increase of the level widths, an effect of a decrease of
anisotropy relevant to the level positions~a decreased split
ting of J levels! is estimated. A fragmentary estimation
also included of the~relatively small! impact of the asym-
metric isotopic substitution on transition intensities. Li
shapes of three bands of the Ar–HD spectrum,S1(1),
Q1(1), andQ1(0), arepresented. Predissociation effects o
curring in the shapes of the first two bands are exposed
comparison with the contours of the corresponding band
the spectrum of Ar–H2. Newly generated contours of th
S1(1) andQ1(1) bands of the Ar–H2 absorption spectrum
are compared with recent experiment.3 A number of new or
more complete line assignments result from this comparis
In Sec. V, some general conclusions emerging from
present and previous9 studies are stated.

II. THEORY

The absorption spectrum of the Ar–HD van der Waals
complexcan be viewed as a collection of resonance str
tures which appears in cross section for excess photoabs
tion, caused by interaction between subunits of the comp
when the photon frequency is varied. Assuming that the
and HD subunits are in a low density gas mixture at therm
equilibrium, the cross-sections is given by the following
formula:29

s~v!5
4p2v

c (
i,f

Piu^fue•d̄u i&u2d~Ef2Ei2\v!, ~1!

wherev ande denote the photon frequency and polarizatio
respectively,d̄ is the interaction-induced electric dipole m
ment of the complex,ui& and uf& stand for the initial and fina
rovibro-translational states of the complex respectively,Ei

andEf are energies of those states, andPi is the population
factor of the initial state at a given temperatureT. Both the
bound and free states of the complex are involved as in
states. Due to the conservation of energy, only free fi
states are possible when photon frequencies are within
near-infrared range. Thus, two kinds of transitions, boun
free and free–free, contribute to the absorption, so the c
section can be divided into two parts,sF←B and sF←F ,
which are called the photodissociation and the CIA cr
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sections, respectively. Partial-wave expansion of the f
~i.e., stationary scattering! states and application of th
Wigner–Eckart theorem leads to the following express
for the CIA cross section:9,18–20

sF←F~v!5
4p2v

3c E dEi P~Ei!

3(
Jipi

(
Jf5uJi21u

Ji11

Tr TF←F
† TF←F~v;JfJipiEi!, ~2!

in which TF→F(v;JfJipiEi) denotesNf
o3Ni

o matrix of re-
duced free–free phototransitions amplitudes

~TF←F!gk ,gs
ª^Ef

2Jfpf ,gki d̄iEi
1Jipi ,gs&

ªA2Jf11
^Ef

2JfM fpf ,gkud̄quEi
1JiM ipi ,gs&

C~Ji1Jf ,M iqM f!
,

with Ef5Ei1\v and pf5(21)Jf1Ji11pi ; J, M , andp are
the usual total angular momentum and the spectroscopic
ity quantum numbers characterizing particular partial wa
of the initial and final states;g indicates the state of the
Ar1HD system at infinite separation of the subunits fro
which a given ingoing (uE2...&) or outgoing (uE1...&) par-
tial wave has evolved, i.e., three quantum numbers: vib
tional (v) and rotational (j ) of HD, and rotational (l ) of Ar
and HD about each other are collected ing; No is the number
of differentg’s possible for the givenE, J, andp, consistent
with angular momentum addition rules and with the requi
ment that the (v, j )-state~of energyev, j ! be an open scatter
ing channel,ev, j,E; d̄q denotes component of the vectord̄
in the spherical basis andC(...) is theClebsch–Gordan co
efficient. In the analogous expression for the photodisso
tion cross section,Nf

o-dim. vectorTF←B(v;JfJipiniEi
B) with

elements (TF←B)gk
ª^Ef

2Jfpf ,gki d̄i(E
B
Jpn) i& appears,

where n is the van der Waals stretching or intermolecu
vibration quantum number of Ar–HD. Since the values ofE,
J, andp are definite in bound states, the single sum( i P(Ei

B)
stands in place of the operations*dEiP(Ei)(Jipi

. For conve-
nience of reference, the formula forsF←F can be described
as a sum of thermally averaged partial cross sections

sF←F~v!ª(
Jipi

(
Jf

s̃F←F~v;JfJipi!, ~3!

and analogously,sF←B(v)ª( i(Jf
s̃F←B(v;JfJipini).

The structures in the photoabsorption cross section
the manifestation of a temporal confinement of a collidi
Ar1HD pair. Such a confinement, a metastable state of
Ar–HD complex, shows up as a rapid change in characte
some free partial state~s! uEJMp,gk& ~for k51,...,No)
within a small energy range (;2G) aroundEres. The most
pronounced variation is exhibited by the dominant comp
nent~s! of the function~s! of this state, to which somev, j , l ,
and n quantum numbers can be assigned~the same for all
g’s!. These numbers, denoted (v̄,̄ , l̄ )ªḡ and n̄, give an
approximate description of all the intra- and intermolecu
vibrational and rotational modes of motion within the tem
porarily confined system; together withJ they serve as labels
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Energy levels of Ar–HD: (v̄50,̄51,n̄

50,1,l̄ ,J) and (v̄51,̄53,n̄50,1,l̄ ,J), and energy lev-

els of Ar–H2: ( v̄50,̄51,n50,l̄ ,J) and (v̄51,̄53,n̄

50,l̄ ,J) ~dots and lines withl̄ labels standing on their
right-hand sides!. The energies are given relative t
their respective dissociation thresholds:«0,1

589.228 cm21 and «1,354141.424 cm21—for Ar–HD
and«0,15118.486 cm21 and«1,354831.392 cm21—for
Ar–H2 («0,050). The lengths of lines represent leve
widths. The widths for Ar–H2 are multiplied here by
25. Dots denote bound state levels. The lower dots

the pairs below the (v̄50,̄51) threshold of Ar–H2
denote actually two closee-levels; the levels withJ

5 l̄ 11 lie slightly above theJ5 l̄ 21 ones. Of the four
‘‘ladders’’ of levels drawn for the Ar–HD complex, the

n̄50 ladders associated with the two (v̄,̄) thresholds,

~0,1! and ~1,3!, consist of all (l̄ ,J) levels with l̄ 50
210, i.e., of 31 and 65 levels, respectively.
b
n
h-
ta
ac

le
e

gy

f
pe

ble

the
of metastable states of the Ar–HD complex. A metasta
state with thev̄ and ̄ labels corresponding to a closed cha
nel atE

res
~i.e., e v̄,̄.E

res
! is a predissociating state or Fes

bach resonance. Obviously, the labeling of metastable s
of the Ar–HD complex reflects the character of the inter
tion between the subunits—weak-anisotropy case27—and re-
mains adequate also for bound states~exceptn̄ goes over to
the exact quantum numbern!.

The bound and metastable states of the Ar–HD comp
are groupedv̄$ ̄$n̄$ l̄ $J%%%%, where the spacing between th
groupsv̄$ % for v̄50,1 corresponds to the vibrational ener
quanta of HD, that between the~sub!groups ̄$ % for ̄
50,1,... etc. to thee v̄ ̄112e v̄ ̄ differences; two orders o
magnitude smaller than the former and the latter are, res
tively, the spacings between then̄$ % groups forn̄50,1 and
the spacings between the subsequentl̄ $ % groups; the small-
est ~less than 1 cm21! is the splitting of levelsJ5u ̄
2 l̄ u¯ ̄1 l̄ within group with fixedl̄ , ̄ , n̄, andv̄. There are
20 truly bound state levels of Ar–HD.9 Of interest here are
the ones belonging to thev̄50̄51 group which are thef
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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levels, p5(21)̄1 l̄ 1J521, with n50 and l̄ 51 – 7 and
with n51 and l̄ 51,2; cf. Fig. 1.

When Ei'E
ī

res
and \v'E

f̄

res
2E

ī

res
ªDE f̄ ī , the matrix

TF←F(v;JfJipiEi) describes transition between metasta
states,u f̄&←u ī &, where īª(ḡ in̄iJi) and f̄ª(ḡ fn̄fJf). Analo-
gously, the vectorTF←B(v;JfJipiniEi

B) describes transition
from bound to metastable state when\v'E

f̄

res
2E

ī

B
and ī

5(ḡ iniJi). The strength of the transitions depends on
factors

~TF←F!gk ,gs
'^F ḡ f

(2)Jfpf~E
f̄

res
gk ;R!uD ḡ f ,ḡ i

3~JfpfJipi ;R!uF
ḡ i

(1)Jipi~E
ī

res
gs ;R!&, ~4!

where

D ḡ f ,ḡ i
~JfpfJipi ;R!

5(
LL

^x v̄ f ̄ f
~r !ud̄LL~r ,R!ux v̄ i ̄ i

~r !& r^ ̄ f l̄ fJfiY LL
1 i ̄ i l̄ iJi&,
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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^ ̄ f l̄ fJfiY LL
1 i ̄ i l̄ iJi&ª$@L#@L#@ ̄ i#@ l̄ i#@Ji#

3@Jf#%
1/2C~ ̄ iL ̄ f ;000!C~ l̄ iL l̄ f ;000!

3H Jf Ji 1

̄ f ̄ i L

l̄ f l̄ i L
J ,

@L#ª2L11, in which: ~i! the Jacobi coordinates in th
space-fixed reference frame arerª(r , r̂ ),Rª(R,R̂), the
lengths and spherical angles of the vectors which point fr
H to D and from the center of mass of HD to Ar, respe
tively; ~ii ! the close-coupling expansion of the partial wav
is ^r ,RuE

6
JMp,g&5 (1/R) FJMp(r ,R̂)F(6)Jp(E,g;R), where

the basis FJMp(r ,R̂)ª$ (1/r ) x (v j )k
(r )Y ( j l )k

JMp( r̂ ,R̂)%k51
N is

built of rovibrational radial functions of HD,xv j (r ), and of
eigenfunctions of the angular momentum operators,ĵ2, l̂2,
Ĵ2
ª( ĵ1 l̂)2, and Ĵz , having definite spectroscopic parit

p51 or p521; ~iii ! the expansion of the induced-dipo
moment functions in the angular basis isd̄q(r ,R)
5 (4p/))(LLd̄LL(r ,R)Y LL

1q1( r̂ ,R̂). The approximate char
acter of Eq.~4! for (TF←F)gk ,gs

lies in that only the dominan
components of the respective vectors of the radial functi
F(2)Jfpf(E

f̄

res
,gk ;R) and F(1)Ji pi(E

ī

res
,gs ;R) are retained.

An analogous approximate formula for (TF←B)gk
, with the

dominant component of the vectorF
(B)Ji pi (Ei

B ;R)) standing
in place ofF

ḡ i

(1)Jipi(E
ī

res
gs ;R), can be used for an estimatio

of the strength of bound–free transitions.~Obviously, such
crude formulas cannot be used in any calculations ca
‘‘accurate.’’! From the structure of the formula fo
D ḡ f ,ḡ i

(JfpfJipi ;R), which is the respective~reduced! matrix

element of the dipole operator in the basisFJMp(r ,R̂), the
selection rules for transitions in the complex a
inferred.26,30,31 The strict ones, concerningJ and p, have
already been indicated in Eq.~2!; they result solely from the
properties of the rotational factors^iY LL

1 i&. The rules for the
approximately preserved quantum numbers̄ and l̄ result
from dominance of some radial componentsd̄LL(r ,R) in the
dipole moment function, namely, those with (L,L)5(2,3)
and ~0,1!, and are:D ̄50,62 andD l̄ 563,61. The nota-
tion used for transitions f←̄ ī allowed by the selection rule
and for groups of these transitions distinguished by transi
energy,DE f̄ ī , is summarized in Table I. Transitions compri
ing theQ1(1) andS1(1) bands are presented schematica
in Fig. 2.

Summarizing, there are three basic factors determin
the absorption spectrum of the complex: the pattern of
ergy levels of bound and metastable states, the decay rat
the metastable states, and the intensities of individual tra
tions between the states. The first two factors depend se
tively on the intermolecular potential of the comple
V̄(r ,R), and the third involves additionally the induce
dipole moment,d̄(r ,R). Since both these quantities do n
depend on nuclear masses, within the clamped nuclei ver
of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, they are obtai
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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from the respective functions for the Ar–H2 complex,
V(r ,RAr–H2

) andd(r ,RAr–H2
), by simple coordinate transfor

mation, V̄(r ,R)5V(r ,R1 f r ), where f r with f 5 @mD /(mH

1mD)# 2 1
2 is the displacement of the center of mass of H

TABLE I. Transitions (v̄ f̄ fn̄f l̄ fJf)←( v̄ i50̄ in̄i l̄ iJi) in weak-anisotropy
complexes. Notation.

Group
Numbers
specifieda Notation

Band v̄ f ,̄ i ,D ̄ Bv̄ f
( ̄ i) BªQ,S for D ̄50,12

Subband n̄i ,n̄f n5n̄f←n̄i

Branch D l̄ b bªT,R,P,N for D l̄ 513,11,
21,23

b-transition l̄ i ,D l̄ b( l̄ i)
Transition l̄ i ,Ji ,D l̄ ,DJ ba( l̄ i ,Ji) aª1,2,0 for DJ511,21,0

aDxªxf2xi for x5 ̄ , l̄ ,J.

FIG. 2. ~a! Components ofR( l̄ i)- and P( l̄ i) transitions inQ1(1) band.

There are only single components ofT( l̄ i)- and N( l̄ i) transitions in this

band:T1( l̄ i , l̄ i11) andN2( l̄ i , l̄ i21), respectively.~b! Transitions (l̄ fJf)

←( l̄ iJi) in S1(1) band. The orderings off levels ~thinner lines! and of e

levels within the initial and the finall̄ $ % groups are as typically occur in

Ar–HD and in Ar–H2 ~except the relative position ofJi5 l̄ i11- and Ji

5 l̄ i21 levels is reversed in the latter case!; cf. Fig. 1. The thick~thin!
arrows denote the most~the least! intense components of the transitions.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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from the position in H2. This operation naturally brings into
consideration the question of what effects it introduces to
absorption spectrum of the complex.

In a qualitative analysis ofthe effects of the asymmetr
isotopic substitution in the absorption spectrum of t
Ar–HD complexone may concentrate only on those intr
duced via the intermolecular potential; the changes of
total intensities of transitions caused by the transformation
the dipole moment function~being not large, cf. Sec. IV! do
not have any dramatic impact on the spectrum shape.
contribution to the intermolecular potential generated by
isotopic substitution,v(r ,R)ªV̄(r ,R)2V(r ,R), and its im-
plications for energy level positions and predissociation ra
are a well-analyzed subject.4,5 Essential is the anisotrop
character ofv(r ,R), i.e., the difference between expansio
of the potentialsV̄(r ,R) andV(r ,R) into Legendre polyno-
mials, PL(cos(r̂•R̂)) for L50,1,..., whereL is the polyno-
mial order. The strength of the particular terms occurring
these expansions is determined by the respective radial f
tions, V̄L(r ,R) and VL(r ,R). Thus, the differences
V̄L(r ,R)2VL(r ,R)ªvL(r ,R), are the isotopic corrections t
the Lth order anisotropy strength functions. The facts est
lished are:~i! the corrections to even-order anisotropy affe
mostly the positions of energy levels:v0 shifts the entire
groups l̄ $ % and v2 changes the splitting within the group
~ii ! the appearance of first-order anisotropy term inV̄, V̄1

5v1 , enhances greatly the rotational predissociation: for
states (v̄,̄ ,n̄, l̄ ,J) labeled with ̄>2 and for p51-parity
states~e-levels! with ̄51 it becomes possible to decay in
energetically closest dissociation channels, associated
the respective« v̄,̄21 thresholds. Obviously, the increase
decay rates is most dramatic for the latter states, sinc
Ar–H2 they can decay only to the distant (v̄21,j ) channels
or ~for v̄50! are bound. The differences between predis
ciation governed by theL51 and by theL52 anisotropy of
the potential can be stated in the form of some approxim
selection rules for the underlying bound–continuum tran
tions. To this end the following~simplified! perturbative for-
mula for G should be recalled:

G v̄ ̄ n̄ l̄ J'2p(
j l

u^ ̄ l̄ JuPLu j lJ &

3^F̃ v̄ ̄ n̄ l̄ J

(B) u^x v̄ ̄uVLux v̄ j& r uF̃ v̄ j l
(1)J&Ru2, ~5!

whereF̃
v̄ ̄ n̄ l̄ J

(B)
(R) denotes the radial function of a bound sta

giving zeroth-order approximation to the predissociat
state andF̃ v̄ j l

(1)J(R) is a one-channel scattering function

E'E
v̄ ̄ n̄ l̄ J

res
, in which the mixing ofl components has bee

neglected. The rules are:̄2 j 5L and l̄ 2 l 561 when L

51, and l̄ 2 l 562,0 whenL52.
As to the implications of the isotopic corrections~to the

potential! on the spectrum shape, at least two categorie
effects can be distinguished. Besides the primary effect
which obviously belong broadening~strictly, flattening! of
lines and shifts in lines positions, some secondary effect
the broadening may appear important, such as ‘‘appeara
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or ‘‘disappearance’’ of some transitions from spectrum co
tour, accumulation of intensity of neighboring broad line
and shifts of line centers due to the accumulation. All the
secondary predissociation effects are evidently mediated
the induced-dipole moment. An example of a secondary p
dissociation effect can be found in theS1(0) band of Ar–HD
when one compares it with the corresponding band of Ar–2

~Figs. 11 and 3, respectively, of Ref. 3!. Whereas in the latter
spectrum the heights ofN lines tend to increase when goin
from the band center towards its edge, the opposite tende
is revealed in the former. Accumulation of intensity of tra
sitions from relatively rapidly decaying quasibound~tunnel-
ing! states has been ascertained in a recent study9 to be the
cause of the reversal. Evidence has been given thereby
transitions producing lines too diffuse to have noticeable
pact on the shape of the sharp absorption spectrum of Ar2

may acquire some importance in the flattened spectrum
Ar–HD. Much stronger effects of the same kind can be e
pected in theQ1(1) and S1(1) bands of Ar–HD for the
reason that the broadening of lines produced by differ
transitions in these bands is certainly less uniform. Genera
lines of transitions from the predissociatingp51-parity
states (v̄50,̄51,l̄ ,J5 l̄ 61) will be broadened much mor
than lines of transitions from the boundp521-parity states
(J5 l̄ ). Thus, relative heights of lines of the two kinds ma
be significantly altered in comparison with their counterpa
in the spectrum of Ar–H2.

III. CALCULATIONS

As follows from the Introduction, the calculations on th
photoabsorption dynamics of the Ar–HD complex planned
be performed in this work have mainly a predictive chara
ter. Associated with this was the need for performing so
additional tests which would provide an estimation of t
accuracy of the new results. Such information is desira
because the input used in the calculations, the XC fit to
intermolecular potential of Ar–H2

17 and the Dunker–Gordon
model of the induced-dipole moment,26 though the best
available, is not yet fully reliable in all respects which matt
in the description of Ar–HD.

A. Testing the input

The Dunker–Gordon model of the induced-dipole m
ment may indeed be a source of uncertainty, cf. Refs. 7
28. Though the doubts raised are not essential for reprod
ing the experimental shape of theS1(0) band of Ar–HD, as
it appeared in a recent study,9 additional tests of the mode
were required before applying it to calculations on oth
bands. In particular, a comparison was made with the la
model,28 fitted to the improved experimental data of Ref.
The conclusions are:~i! the two models are almost indistin
guishable when shapes of theS1(1) band of Ar–H2 resulting
from them are compared;~ii ! in order to achieve similar con
sistency of results for theQ1(1) band of Ar–H2, the radial
part of the charge-induced component in the Dunke
Gordon model has to be strengthened by a factor of appr
mately 3.32 Eventually, the Dunker–Gordon model was ch
sen for calculations on the corresponding bands of Ar–
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~a! First-order anisotropy coupling elemen

^x12uV̄1x11& r with V̄1 determined from the XC poten-

tial, exactly and approximately: V̄1
appr5 f r @V08

1(2/5)V281 (6/5R) V2#, where prime denotes deriva

tive with respect toR. @The sign ofV̄1 differs from the
sign in Eq.~15! of Ref. 4 because the opposite orient
tion of the vectorr is assumed in this work#. Plotted are
also: the element̂x12u f rV08x11& r and the contributions
to this element which arise from the expansio
V0(R,r )5(kV0,k(R)(r /r 021)k, wherer 0 is the mean
separation of atoms in thev50,j 50 state of H2. ~b!

Deviations^x12uXSAPT2XXCux11& r for X5V̄1
appr and for

the terms ofV̄1
appr arising from the isotropic and the

second-order anisotropy terms ofV.
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@with the d01 strength parameter multiplied by 3 for th
Q1(1) band# because its functional form is better suited
the isotopic substitution transformation~explicit dependence
on ther coordinate!. The transformation was performed fo
lowing the ~accurate! procedure of Ref. 9.

The XC fit to the potential for Ar–H2 is, indeed, the
most reliable model to choose when the accuracy of tra
tion energies is concerned. Unfortunately, that model se
to have a~small! defect in the repulsive wall region whic
affects accuracy of predissociation rates in Ar–HD. T
widths of lines in theS1(0) band of Ar–HD resulting from
the XC potential have been found in Ref. 9 to be too sm
and less consistent with experiment than the widths ge
ated from the theoretical~SAPT! potential.16 Believing that
this finding can be extrapolated to other bands of Ar–HD
was decided to calculate linewidths in theS1(1) andQ1(1)
bands from both the XC and SAPT potentials. Additiona
some tests were carried out whose results may be helpf
correcting the short-range behavior of the XC fit.

Figure 3 presents an analysis of the differences betw
the V̄1 terms which result from the XC and SAPT potentia
V. Strictly, the element̂x12uV̄1x11& r is analyzed which is the
main factor determining the widths of lines in theS1(0)
band of Ar–HD, cf. Eq. ~5!. The different derivatives
(]/]R) V0(R,r ) and, in particular, their different depende
cies on ther coordinate in the SAPT and XC potentials, a
shown to be the main source of the deviations^x12uV̄1

SAPT

2V̄1
XCux11& r in the smallR region. ForR,3.3 Å, the con-

tribution of (]/]R) (V0
SAPT2V0

XC) to the deviations exceed
more than 10 times the total contribution of the differences
the V2 terms of the two potentials. Figure 4 summariz
some tests which were made in order to establish how
sitive the widths of the (v̄51,̄52,n50,l̄ ,J56̄2) states of
Ar–HD are to the strength and composition of the elem

^x12uV̄1x11& r . In these tests, the configuration-mixing~CM!
theory33 of resonances was exploited, in the version34 one
discrete state interacting with coupled continua. The cur
marked with LT and CM in Fig. 4 serve to show that th
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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approximate treatment of dynamics, pertinent to the C
theory, is adequate in the cases tested. The use of the
proximate formula of Ref. 4 for the couplinĝx12uV̄1x11& r ,
including only linear terms in the displacement parametef ,
is shown to impair slightly the widths; the CM; values are
smaller by ca. 3% than the CM results. Finally, the compa
son of the CM; results with those denoted as CM;sph

FIG. 4. Widths of (v̄51,̄52,l̄ ,J5 l̄ 62) states of Ar–HD. LT—‘‘exact’’
results~from Life-Time matrix analysis~Ref. 9!, LT matrices evaluated us

ing V̄XC, the transformationVXC→V̄XC performed numerically!; CM—
perturbative results~from configuration-mixing approach,33,34 all couplings

evaluated using exactV̄XC!. CM; and CM;sph denote perturbative result

obtained when the exact element^x12uV̄1
XCx11& r ~only this one! was replaced

with ^x12uV̄1
XC apprx11& r @cf. Fig. 3~a!# and ^x12u f rV08

XCx11& r , respectively.
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reveals that;85% of the widths are due to the isotrop
term of the potentialV. This is a substantially higher contr
bution than that obtained in Ref. 5~from one of the older
empirical potentials for Ar–H2!.

Line-shape calculations of the absorption spectrum
Ar–HD were carried out in two steps. Determination of e
ergies and widths of the bound and metastable states o
complex associated with three Ar1HD( v̄,̄) dissociation
channel, (v̄,̄)5(0,1),(1,1), and~1,3!, was the necessar
first step. In view of the results presented in Ref. 9, o
states associated with the highest threshold had to be d
mined in this work. This was done following the same pr
cedures as used in Ref. 9~isolated-resonance analysis of life
time matrices obtained in convergent close-coupl
calculations!.

In the second step, the photoabsorption cross sectio
the complex

sAr–HD~v!ªsF←B~v!1sF←F
res ~v!, ~6!

was evaluated in two regions ofv ~of width ;45 cm21!
centered at the frequencies of theQ1(1) andS1(1) transi-
tions in HD, 3628.305 and 4052.196 cm21, respectively. In
the sF←F

res part, free–free partial cross section
s̃F←F(v;JfJipi) @cf. Eq. ~3!# were included which exhibit
resonance structures in the regions of interest. The speci
tion of all the partial cross sections included in the functi
sAr–HD(v) to simulate the contours of theQ1(1) andS1(1)
bands is given in Table II. From the information in the la

TABLE II. Averaged partial cross sections,s̃Type(v;JfJipini), determined
in the line shape calculations for Ar–HD. The averaging was done

T577 K with unnormalized Boltzmann factors: exp(2Ei
B
/kT) and

exp(2Ei /kT)/( j 50
j open(2 j 11)exp(2«0j /kT) for transitions from bound and

from free states, respectively.

Band Type pi ni Ji Jf2Ji

Number
of s̃ ’s

Aver. number
of T’s per s̃a

Q1(1) F←B 21 0 1–8b 0 8 1000
21 1 1–3b 0 3

B←Bc 21 0 1–8b 61, Jf<8 14 1
B←Fc 1 - 1–8 0 11d 1000
F←F 1 - 0–10 61, Jf<10 20 1603270

21 - 9–10 61, 0, Jf<10 5
S1(1) F←B 21 0 1–8b 61, 0 23 2000

21 1 1–3b 61, 0 8
F←F 1 - 0–11 61, 0, Jf<10 31 1903270

21 - 9–10 61, 0, Jf<10 5

aThe average numbers of individual transition amplitude matrices wh
were calculated to determine one partial cross section of given typ
function of v in the region 3605– 3655 cm21 for Q1(1) and
4030– 4070 cm21 for S1(1) band. In F←F cases, the number ofT’s is
shown as: the number of values ofv chosen to cover the respective regio
3 the number of points necessary for integration overEi . The integrations
were done over the ranges 15– 500 cm21 for Q1(1) and 46– 116 cm21 for
S1(1) band.

bThe valuesJi58 andJi53 ~for ni51! correspond to tunneling states lyin

above the (v̄50,̄51) threshold~cf. Fig. 1!. Because of very small widths
they were treated as bound states.

cThis includes transitions to the states (v̄51,̄51,n̄50,l̄ 5J51 – 8) which
are bound because of the representation chosen~see the text! or have very
small width (J58).

dThis includes three transitions to states withnf51 andJf51 – 3.
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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two columns of this table, it should become evident that
bulk of the computational work associated with the simu
tions was devoted to the determination of thesF←F

res parts; the
total number of evaluations of theTF←F matrices exceeded
more than 30 times the total number of evaluations of
TF←B vectors.

The initial and final states of Ar1HD involved in the
transition amplitudes were represented in the ba
FJMp(r ,R̂) in which rovibrational functions of HD with
fixed v number were used:v50 for the initial andv51 for
the final states. The values ofj ranged fromj min50(1) for
the p51(21) -parity states toj max52 for the initial states,
and j max52 and 4—for the final states in theQ1(1) and in
the S1(1) bands, respectively. Thus, the respective maxim
dimensions of the sets of coupled radial equations dealt w
in the evaluation of the transitions amplitudes were:Ni56,
Nf56 and 15. The method of solving the coupled equatio
and the accuracy parameters were described in Ref. 9.

Another fact to note in Table II is the appearance of t
partial cross sections of free–bound and bound–bound ty
needed in the simulation of theQ1(1) band. This is obvi-
ously a consequence of the representation chosen; the m
stable states of the complex which can decay only by vib
tional predissociation show up as bound states. In orde
add contributions from the bound–bound transitions to
function sAr–HD(v), the calculated total intensities of thes
transitions were convoluted with Gaussians of wid
0.08 cm21 ~the experimental resolution taken from Table I
Ref. 3!.

Line-shape simulationsof theQ1(1) andS1(1) bandsof
the Ar–H2 absorption spectrumwere made with the help o
the function

sAr–H2~v!ª(
f̄← ī

E
2`

1`

G~v2v8!s f̄← ı̄~v8!dv8, ~7!

wheres f̄← ī (v) denotes profile, a Lorentzian or ad-type pro-
file, of individual N-, T-, R-, or P transition between meta
stable and bound states of the complex, andG(v) is a
Gaussian,G(v)5 (a/Ap)exp(2a2v2), with full width at
half maximum FWHM52Aln 2/a set equal to the experi
mental resolution3 of 0.04 cm21. The list of thes f̄← ı̄(v)
profiles included in the functionsAr–H2(v), together with
some details on calculations of the parameters of the pro
~positions, maximal intensities and widths!, are given in
Table III. The last column of this table summarizes inform
tion on widths of the profiles. This shows that the widths d
to rotational predissociation of the majority of profiles in th
S1(1) band are on average one order of magnitude sma
than the resolution achieved in this region in the recent
periment. Thus, predissociation effects, especially the s
ondary ones, are practically absent in the functi
sAr–H2(v); for both the S1(1) and theQ1(1) bands the
heights of peaks in this function reflect essentially relat
intensities of individual transitions contributing to the band
Obviously, strong effects of intensity accumulation can oc
when energies of the transitions coincide within the expe
mental resolution.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Energy levels: Positions and widths

Energies and widths of the (v̄,̄ ,n̄, l̄ ,J) states of the
Ar–HD and Ar–H2 complexes associated with two (v̄,̄)
thresholds of interest in this work,~0,1! and ~1,3!, are pre-
sented schematically in Fig. 1. As to the positions of
energy levels, the major effect of asymmetry of the isoto
substitution seen in this figure is the decreased splitting oJ

levels within the l̄ $ % groups in the Ar–HD complex. The
decrease is of the order of 20%–30% and arises mainly f
the fact that the strength function of the second-order ani
ropy term of the intermolecular potential,V2(r ,R) ~cf. Fig. 4
in Ref. 17!, and the isotopic correction to it,v2(r ,R), have
opposite signs forRs in the van der Waals well region; c
Eq. ~16! and Fig. 2 of Ref. 4.

The crucial role of asymmetry of the isotopic substit
tion in causing the decreased splitting ofJ levels in the
Ar–HD complex is exhibited in Table IV. The splitting in th
Ar–H2, Ar–HD, and Ar–D2 complexes is compared in thi
table on two representativev̄51̄52n50 l̄ $ % groups. Two
kinds of results for Ar–HD are included : the exact on
~from the potentialV̄! and results generated from the u
transformed potential (f 50). The comparison reveals a te
dency of the splitting to grow with the mass of the diatom
subunit. The splitting in Ar–HD is shown to change substa
tially ~becoming larger than in Ar–H2! when asymmetry of
this complex is ignored. Columns 5 and 6 of Table IV l

TABLE III. Profiles s f̄← ī (v) of transitions (v̄ f ̄ fn̄f50 l̄ f Jf)←( v̄ i50̄ in̄i

50 l̄ iJi) determined in the spectrum shape calculations for Ar–H2.

Band
Type of

transitionsa l̄ i l̄ f

Number of
profilesb

Average
widthsc

Q1(1) B←B 0–6d 0–6e 74 0
F←B 4,6d 7 7 0.09
B←F 7 4,6e 7 0.21

S1(1) F←B 0–6d 0–6 128 0.003
F←B 4,6d 7 15 0.076
F←F 7 4,6 15 0.21

aFor transitions f̄← ī of type5F←B, B←F, and F←F, the profiles were
taken as Lorentzians,s f̄← ı̄(v)5s̃Type(v f̄ ī ) /@114\2(v2v f̄ ī )

2/GType
2 #,

with GType5G f ,G i ,G f1G i , respectively, and for B←B transitions,
s f̄← ī (v)5s̃B←B(v f̄ ī )d(v2v f̄ ī ) ; \v f̄ ī is the transition energy and
s̃Type(v f̄ ī ) denotes the corresponding maximum in the thermally avera
partial cross sections̃ type(v;Jf Jipini50), cf. Eq.~3!.

bThe parameters of the profiles,v f̄ ī , G, ands̃(v f̄ ī ) , were determined in the

close-coupling calculations in which rigid rotator type bases,FJMp(r,R̂)

5$(1/r )x v̄ ̄(r )Y j l
JMp( r̂ ,R̂); j 51,3,5%, were used to represent states of t

Ar–H2( v̄,̄) complex with (v̄,̄)5(0,1),(1,1),(1,3). Rovibrational ener

gies of H2 were approximated as« v̄ j'« v̄01Bv̄( ̄) j ( j 11) with Bv̄( ̄) cho-
sen to give the exact values of« v̄ ̄ ~listed in footnote b to Table V!. In
calculations of maxima of the profiles,s̃(v f̄ ī ) , Boltzmann factors of the
form P(Ei)5exp(2(Ei2«01)/kT) with T577 K were used for all types o

f̄← ī transitions.
cThe widths of the profiles are given in cm21.
dInitial states withl̄ i56 are actually tunneling states of very small widt
~cf. Fig. 1!.

eThese states are bound because of the neglect of vibrational predissoc

The statel̄ f5Jf56, of energy above«11 , has very small width.
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results of some auxiliary tests which allow for a direct es
mation of the contribution of thev2 correction to the splitting
of J levels in Ar–HD. In the two cases shown, this contrib
tion is even larger than 30% of the splitting due to theV2

term of the potential.
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TABLE IV. Splitting of levels within two representativev̄51̄52n

50 l̄ $ % groups in the Ar–H2, Ar–HD, and Ar–D2 complexes,DE5E(J

5 l̄ )2E(J5 l̄ 22).

l̄
Ar–H2

DE

Ar–HD
Ar–D2

DEDE DE( f 50)a DE(1)b DE(1)( f 50)c

3 1.337 0.79 1.48 0.80 1.35 1.543
6 1.139 0.84 1.29 0.88 1.28 1.325

aResults from untransformed potential.
bPerturbative results,DE(1)5@^ ̄ l̄ J5 l̄ uPL52u ̄ l̄ J5 l̄ &2^ ̄ l̄ J5 l̄ 2 ̄ uPL52u
3 ̄ l̄ J5 l̄ 2 ̄&#@^V2& rR1^v2& rR#. v2 was evaluated according to Eq.~16! of
Ref. 4. The averageŝ ¯& rR were calculated with the functions
x v̄,̄(r )Fn,l(R), where Fn,l(R) denotes solution to the equatio
@2(\2/2m)((d2/dR2) 2 ( l ( l 11)/R2))1V0,0(R)2en,l #Fn,l50 with
V0,0(R)5V0(R,r 0) and r 050.766 64 Å.

cThe term^v2& rR excluded from the formula forDE(1).

TABLE V. Average levels widths,Ḡ v̄ ̄p , and positions,Ēv̄ ̄p , in Ar–HD and

in Ar–H2. Deviations between the valuesḠ andĒ listed ~obtained from the

XC potential! and the values resulting from the SAPT potential,d rḠ and

dĒ, respectively, are shown in the second lines. Except ford rḠ and

ḠAr–HD/ḠAr–H2, all quantities are given in cm21.

v̄ ̄ p

Ar–HD Ar–H2

ḠAr–HD

:ḠAr–H2

N, Ḡ/d rḠ
a Ē/dĒb N, Ḡ/d rḠ

c Ē/dĒd

0 1 1 15 0.82 72.09
5 20.02

1 1 1 15 0.98 67.29
12 20.01

1 2 1 21 0.53 152.99 18 0.0190 323.363 28~12!e

16 0.09 214 0.107
21 13 0.22 153.96

24 0.23
1 3 1 26 0.22 237.16 22 0.0042 545.014 52~22!

23 0.10 219 0.115
21 18 0.13 236.19 14 0.0014 546.352 93~21!

31 0.20 11 0.230

aThe averages were calculated according to the formulaX̄v̄ ̄p

ª(1/N), ( l̄ ,J(p)Xv̄,̄ ,n̄50,l̄ ,J(p) for XªG,E; only states of energies below
the « v̄ ̄ threshold were taken for the averaging;N, is the number of states
summed up.

bThe positions are relative to the (v̄,̄ –L) thresholds withL51 and 2 for
Ar–HD and Ar–H2, respectively. The energies,« v̄,̄ , of the thresholds

( v̄,̄)5(0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(1,1),(1,2),(1,3) are: 0, 89.228, 3632.16
3717.533, 3887.680, 4141.424 cm21—in Ar–HD, and 0, 118.487,
4161.167, 4273.742, 4497.841, 4831.392 cm21—in Ar–H2.

cd rḠª(ḠSAPT/Ḡ21)3100% anddĒªĒSAPT2Ē.
dEmpty entries mean that the states cannot decay by purely rotational
dissociation.

eIn parentheses are given the ratios ofḠ ’s from which the rotational factors
of the primary bound-continuum transitions involved, cf. Eq.~5!, have been
‘‘removed,’’ i.e., eachG v̄ ̄ n̄ l̄ J taken for the averaging~a close-coupling re-

sult! was divided by( l u^ ̄ l̄ JuPLu j̄ 2LlJ&u2.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Shapes of theQ1(1) and of
the S1(1) bands of the absorption
spectrum of Ar–H2 determined using
the XC~fit! to the intermolecular po-
tential and the Dunker–Gordon mode
of the induced-dipole moment. The
d01 strength parameter was multiplie
by 3 in calculations on theQ1(1)
band.
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Figure 1 also shows the pronounced effects of the as
metric isotopic substitution on stability~lifetimes! of the
states:~i! the change of character of thep51-parity states
below thev̄50̄51 thresholds, from bound states in Ar–H2

to rapidly predissociating states~widths of the order of
1 cm21! in Ar–HD, and ~ii ! the quantitative change of sta
bility of the states associated with thev̄51̄53 thresholds;
the widths of the states are more than 50 times large
Ar–HD than in Ar–H2.

An overall quantitative characterization of the rotation
predissociation in the Ar–HD complex and of its enhan
ment in comparison with the Ar–H2 complex is presented in
Table V. Average widthsḠ v̄ ̄p are given of the (v̄,̄ ,n̄

50,l̄ ,J) levels with (21) j̄ 1 l̄ 1J5p which lie below four
( v̄,̄.0) thresholds,~0,1! and ~1,1–3!. The width Ḡ121

50.53 cm21 characterizes the most important part of the p
dissociation in the Ar–HD complex, on which the previo
studies focused. Relative to this quantity, the average wid
of e levels associated with the other thresholds a
Ḡ v̄11/Ḡ121'1.5,1.8 for v̄50,1 and Ḡ131/Ḡ121'0.4. The
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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widths of thef levels are considerably smaller:Ḡ1221 /Ḡ121

'0.4 and Ḡ1321 /Ḡ121'0.25. These relations between th
average widths in the Ar–HD complex and the relation

Ḡ131/Ḡ121'0.22 andḠ1321 /Ḡ121'0.07—in Ar–H2, reflect,
of course, the dependence of the individual widths includ
in the averages on the two distinct factors seen in Eq.~5!.
The rotational factors, i.e., the Percival–Seaton coefficie
are responsible for the smaller widths off levels. The vibra-
tional factors, i.e., the overlap integrals of the bound a
continuum radial functions, are the origin of the decrease

the widthsḠ v̄51̄p of levels of a given parityp with growing

̄ . ~The overlaps tend to diminish rapidly when the positi

Ēv̄ ̄p of the levels relative to the threshold of the close
decay channel becomes higher.!

The last column of Table V presents ratios of the avera

widths Ḡ v̄51̄p for ( ̄ ,p)5(2,1),(3,61) in Ar–HD relative
to the widths in Ar–H2. These ratios are meant to be a kin
of global estimate of the predissociation enhancement wh
concerns the terminal states of transitions in theS1(0) and in
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 07 
TABLE VI. Q1(1) band of Ar–H2. Assignment ofP- andR lines.

Line position~in cm21!

Transitionsa

Line position~in cm21!

TransitionsaCalcb Calc-Exptc Calcb Calc-Exptc

4147.952 20.030 P2(6,7), P2(6,5) 4155.251 d R1(0,1)
4148.802 20.025 P2(5,6), P2(5,4) 4156.357 20.013 R1(1,2)
4149.778 20.028 P2(4,5), P2(4,3) 4157.438 20.015 R1(2,3), R1(1,0), R1(2,1)
4150.820 20.026 P2(3,4), P2(2,1) 4148.456 20.020 R1(3,4), R1(3,2)
4151.914 20.024 P2(2,3) 4159.414 20.017 R1(4,5), R1(4,3)
4153.020 ¯ P2(1,2) 4160.268 20.032 R1(5,6), R1(5,4)
4154.101 ¯ P1(1,0), R2(0,1)

aListed are only the transitions which contribute most significantly to the intensity of a given line. The
ordered according to the decreasing integrated intensities of thes f←i(v) profiles corresponding to them. Fo
each line, the intensity of the last transition listed is no less than 1/3 of the intensity of the first one
energies of the transitions are within the interval of 0.04 cm21 around the line center; see Fig. 7.

bThe position of the peak in the functionsAr–H2(v); cf. Eq. ~7!.
cThe deviations are from the experimental positions taken from Ref. 2. The uncertainties of these positi
ca. 0.1 cm21.

dThe Q1(1) line of H2, 4155.254 cm21, is seen here in the measured spectrum.
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the S1(1) bands. The estimates provided a

ḠAr–HD/ḠAr–H2528 and 52, respectively, for thep51 states

in the two bands andḠAr–HD/ḠAr–H2593 for the p521
states in theS1(1) band. The numbers in parentheses in
cate that more than 50% of the enhancement comes from
angular matrix element factors contributing to the widths.
view of the comment made in the previous section regard
the potential used, the estimates should be taken rather
tiously, of course. To make one aware of that, Table V a
shows how the listed values of the average level widths
positions deviate from values obtained from theab initio
SAPT potential. For all groups of predissociating states
vestigated in the Ar–HD complex, the relative deviations

the widths,d rG v̄ ̄pª(Ḡ
v̄ ̄p

SAPT
/Ḡ v̄ ̄p21)3100%, are positive

and range fromd rḠ01155% to d rḠ1321531%. Two of the

three deviations shown for the Ar–H2 complex,d rḠ121 and

drḠ131, are negative and have magnitudes~14% and 19%,
respectively! comparable with their counterparts in Ar–HD
Thus, the estimates of the predissociation enhancem
would be larger, even as much as 50%, if they were base
the SAPT potential.

Obviously, all the deviationsd rḠ given in Table V and

also the deviationsdĒ5ĒSAPT2Ē can serve as indicators o
the sensitivity of dynamics of the Ar–HD and Ar–H2 com-
plexes to differences which exist between particular term
the SAPT and of the XC potentials for Ar–H2 ~cf. Figs. 2–4
of Ref. 17!. The deviations in the widths of the states of t
Ar–HD complex result mostly from the different slopes
the isotropic terms of the two potentials in the repulsive w
region, cf. the tests in Sec. III. The negative deviations
tween the SAPT and XC results obtained for the widths
the Ar–H2 complex can certainly be attributed to the weak
repulsive part of theL52 anisotropy term of the SAPT po
tential, seen in Fig. 4 of Ref. 17. An analysis of the dev
tions in energies~especially these in Ar–HD! would be more
involved, but it is outside the scope of this paper.
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B. Transition intensities

For reasons explained above, the simulated absorp
spectrum of the Ar–H2 complex will be presented herein
First of all, the adequacy of the used model of the induc
dipole moment function should be documented. Figure
serves this purpose. The contours of theQ1(1) and theS1(1)
bands drawn in the two panels of Fig. 5 should be compa
with the experimental views of these bands given in Ref
in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The overall agreement of
simulated and the experimental band shapes is good, tho
certainly not fully satisfactory. The relations between inte
sities of lines from different branches of theQ1(1) band are
quite well reproduced in the calculated spectrum. Less sa
factory is the consistency of the simulated and observed r
tive intensities between different branches of theS1(1) band.
In particular, the calculatedT lines appear somewhat to
strong in comparison with theN lines. The cause of that is
not easy to identify~the same component of the induce
dipole moment,d23, is responsible for intensities in bot
branches!. A possible explanation is that the overall relativ
N- to T-branch intensity in the experimental band shape m
be slightly inaccurate; some minor errors can arise when
spectrum of the Ar–H2 complex is separated from the stron
underlaying CIA spectrum of H21Ar. The relative intensities
of lines within a given branch, especially within theT- andN
branches, are essentially correct in both simulated bands

Major inconsistencies with experiment are noted only
the R- andP branches of theQ1(1) band. In particular, the
two strongest lines observed in this region, at 4157.453
4150.846 cm21, respectively, appear in the calculated spe
trum considerably weaker in comparison with their neighb
ing lines. However, as was revealed in Ref. 26 and is exh
ited in Table VI, the strengths of majority of theR- and P
lines in theQ1(1) band come from confluent intensities of
least two transitions. The two largest inconsistencies betw
the observed and calculated line strengths occur in the c
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Expanded views of the calcu
lated contour of the absorption spec
trum of Ar–H2 in the N-, P-, and T
branches of theS1(1) band. The con-
tributing transitions are marked with
lines in the bottom of the contour. The
lengths of these lines indicate relativ
total intensities of the transitions.
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when the contributing transitions, labeled with differentl̄ ’s,
differ the least in their intensities. It is evident that the deg
of coincidence of energies of the transitions becomes a v
influential factor in these cases. Therefore, the noted inc
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sistencies between the calculated and measured relativ
tensities of theR- andP lines in theQ1(1) band should be
attributed to some small inaccuracies of the intermolecu
potential rather than to any serious inadequacy of
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induced-dipole model used. Not disregarding the less s
portive details discussed above, it seems reasonable to
clude that the comparison of the simulated and obser
spectra of the Ar–H2 complex does not raise any majo
doubts regarding the reliability of the information yielded

TABLE VII. S1(1) band of Ar–H2. Assignment of some intense lines.

Line position~in cm21!

Transitionsa
Line position

Calcb TransitionsaCalcb Calc-Exptc

4693.373 0.008 N2(7,8), N2(7,7) 4713.525 R2(2,2)
4695.628 20.007 N2(6,6) 4714.050 R0(1,2)
4695.764 0.000 N2(6,7) 4715.886 R2(4,4),

R1(2,3)
4698.535 0.006 N2(5,5) 4716.326 R0(4,4),

R2(3,4)
4698.667 0.001 N2(5,6) 4717.918 T0(0,1),

R0(6,6)
4701.834 0.005 N2(4,5) 4721.372 T0(1,2)
4705.216 0.004 N2(3,4) 4721.844 T1(1,2)
4706.049 ¯ P2(5,5) 4722.054 T1(1,0)
4706.373 ¯ P2(6,7) 4725.031 T1(2,3)
4707.245 ¯ P2(5,6), P1(4,5) 4727.939 T1(3,4)
4708.245 ¯ P2(4,5)
4709.203 20.027d P2(2,3)
4713.399 20.016d R2(1,2)

aSee Figs. 6 and 7.
bSee footnote a in Table VI.
cExperimental positions from Ref. 3.
dExperimental positions from Ref. 2.
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the modified Dunker–Gordon model of the induced-dipo
moment on relative intensities of individual transitions.

Information obtained in the transition intensity calcul
tions is sufficiently reliable to allow for a correct and com
plete assignment of lines in the parts of the spectrum whe
is difficult ~if not impossible! to make such an assignme
based solely on the knowledge of transition energies. Th
as an extra benefit of the calculations performed for tes
the induced-dipole model~s!, a complete assignment can b
provided of a number of strong lines observed in the abso
tion spectrum of the Ar–H2 complex. Table VI lists the mos
intense transitions which give rise to the 12 distinctP- andR
lines seen in theQ1(1) band, cf. Fig. 5 of Ref. 3. The posi
tions of these lines calculated from the XC potential sho
be close, within a few thousands of cm21, to positions which
were presumably measured but not enclosed in the re
from the recent experiment.3 The results of the previous
experiment2 are used in Table VI for a comparison with th
calculated positions. Note that the almost uniform shift of t
calculatedP- and R lines towards smaller energies, of th
order of 0.02 cm21, is indeed close to the differences b
tween the recent and the previous measurements of the
sitions of the innerN- and T lines in theQ1(1) band, cf.
Table III in Ref. 3 and Table 2 in Ref. 2. Obviously, th
assignment of the lines in theQ1(1) band given in Table VI
is fully consistent with the information already provided
Table XIII of Ref. 26.
of

e
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r–

nt
FIG. 7. Relative intensities of different components
P(5) transitions in theQ1(1) and S1(1) bands of
Ar–H2 ~the lines with stars in the bottom parts of th
panels!. The intensities and the band contour drawn
the top panel are obtained from the modified Dunke
Gordon model of the induced dipole moment@and from
the model of Hutson~Ref. 28!; the differences between
the two models would be hardly visible in the prese
plot#.
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FIG. 8. Calculated shape of the ab
sorption spectrum of Ar–HD in the
photon energy region of theQ1(0)
and Q1(1) bands. The small peaks a
energies 3607.47, 3607.94, 3608.6
and 3609.85 cm21, are due to the
P(2)1P(1), P(3), R(0), andR(1)
transitions, respectively, in then50
←1 subband of theQ1(0) band. The
two leftmost peaks seen of then51
←0 subband are theR(2) and P(1)
transitions, respectively. The lowe
panel: The shape of theQ1(1) band.
Full line—sum of all the 61 thermally
averaged partial cross sections a
counted for in the shape simulation, c
Table II. Dotted line—total contribu-
tion from the 25 partial cross section
of free–free type. Dashed lines—
individual s̃F←F(v;JfJipi) terms in-
cluded.
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Some new information emerges concerning theS1(1)
band. Figure 6 presents three expanded views of the ca
lated contour of this band in theN-, P-, and T-branch re-
gions, respectively. Total intensities of all the contributi
transitions are shown and all but the weakest transitions
labeled. On this basis, one can complete the assignme
the lines whose positions have been measured in Re
and/or in Ref. 2.J numbers can be ascribed to theN lines
and the origin of the two strong lines in the central part of
band can be identified. This information is gathered in Ta
VII. Moreover, it becomes possible to assign some sh
peaks clearly seen in the recorded spectrum3 at positions not
reported yet. The calculated positions of such peaks are
listed in Table VII.

Finally, let us return to the main objective of the prese
subsection, which is an examination of how the relative
tensities of the transitions in theQ1(1) and S1(1) bands
affect the shapes of these bands in the spectrum of
Ar–HD complex. Of primary importance from this stan
point are the relations between transitions which do and
not involve states ofp521 parity. As pointed out in Sec. II
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the p521 states are much less susceptible to the predi
ciation enhancement in Ar–HD, and therefore can contrib
to the ‘‘line appearance’’ effect, provided that the transitio
in which they participate are not too weak. The most and

least intense components of theR( l̄ )- andP( l̄ ) transitions in

the Q1(1) and theS1(1) bands and of theT( l̄ )- and N( l̄ )
transitions in theS1(1) band are indicated in the diagram
drawn in Fig. 2. This crude distinction summarizes the m
striking trends revealed by the intensity calculations. A d
tailed comparison of components of theP(5) transitions in
the two bands is given in Fig. 7. Note that the only tran
tions in theQ1(1) band which involve thep521 parity

states on both ends, i.e., theP( l̄ , l̄ )- and theR( l̄ , l̄ ) transi-
tions, are extremely weak. The reason for that can be ea
indicated when one resorts to the formulas~4! and compares

magnitudes of the angular factors^1 l̄ 61J71iY LL
1 i1 l̄ J& of

the three (L,L) terms,~0,1!, ~2,1!, and ~2,3!, which are in-
cluded in the Dunker–Gordon model of the induced dipo
it is a cancellation of the~0,1!- and ~2,3! terms. Thus, no
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Calculated shape of theS1(1)
band of the absorption spectrum o
Ar–HD ~the top panel! and its decom-
position into contributions of transi-
tions from the initial bound and con-
tinuum p521 parity states ~the
middle panel! and from the initial con-
tinuum states ofp51 parity ~the bot-
tom panel!. In the bottom part of the
bottom panel are drawn the 31 indi
vidual averaged partial cross section
s̃F←F(v;JfJipi) with pi51, specified
in Table II.
s
h

gth
sharp line is predicted to appear in theQ1(1) band of Ar–
HD.

In theS1(1) band, there are six different transitions po
sible from a given (l̄ ,J5 l̄ ) level which end also on anf
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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level. Among them, the strongest are theT1( l̄ , l̄ )-,
P2( l̄ , l̄ )-, and N2( l̄ , l̄ ) transitions, since their strengt
comes mostly from the largest (L,L)5(2,3) component of
the induced dipole. In the case of the medium stren
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Contour of the absorption spectrum of Ar–H
due to transitions from the initialp521 parity states in
the region of theP branch of theS1(1) band~an ex-
panded view of the contour from the middle panel
Fig. 9!. In the bottom part: relative intensities o

Pa( l̄ ,J5 l̄ ) transitions witha51,2,0 ~cf. Table I!.
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R6( l̄ , l̄ ) transitions two components of the induced dipo
~2,1! and~2,3!, contribute comparable amounts. The weak
P1( l̄ , l̄ ) transitions are determined mostly by the (L,L)
5(2,1) component. All these transitions, except for the l
one, are the strongest within their respective branches,
therefore are good candidates for causing the line appear
effect in the spectrum of Ar–HD.

C. Line shape

The calculated contours of the absorption spectrum
the Ar–HD complex in the photon energy regions of t
overlappingQ1(1) andQ1(0) bands and of theS1(1) band
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. As many as 128
243 transitions between bound and metastable states
n̄i5n̄f50 and l̄ i , l̄ f50 – 10 are accounted for in the conto
of the Q1(1) and theS1(1) bands, respectively. In addition
each contour carries information about several dozen w
transitions of the subbands withn̄i51 and/orn̄f51. The cal-
culated lines of theQ1(0) band are drawn in Fig. 8 atop th
Q1(1) contour to illustrate the emerging proportions b
tween features of the two bands. Comparing these pro
tions with the measured spectrum may be a source of a
tional information on the adequacy of the models used
the induced-dipole moment and the intermolecular poten
Here, the point to be emphasized is that the simulated c
tours of theQ1(1) and S1(1) bands, compared with the
counterparts for the Ar–H2 complex~in Fig. 5! provide the
ultimate confirmation of the diverse influence of the asy
metric isotopic substitution on the absorption spectr
shape. In theQ1(1) band, hardly any structure of the conto
is visible in theR- and P-transition regions; certainly, no
sharp peak appears to be attributed to any of thef – f transi-
tions in these regions. Only 11 broad lines due to
T1( l̄ , l̄ 11)- andN2( l̄ , l̄ 21) transitions remain distinguish
able. Almost complete intensity in the band comes, as d
onstrated in the lower panel of Fig. 8, from transitions
free–free character betweenp51 parity states. In all
branches of theS1(1) band in turn, sharp lines due to th
f – f transitions are seen as dominant features of the con
In the T- andN branches, these lines are superimposed o
Downloaded 07 Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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background of broad peaks, due to theT1( l̄ , l̄ 21)- and

N2( l̄ , l̄ 11) transitions, which are counterparts of the hig
est lines in the spectrum of Ar–H2 ~compare Figs. 9 and 5!.

It should also be pointed out that no inconsistency
encountered in the calculated contours of the Ar–HD sp
trum with the predictions which were made in the previo
subsection by the examination of intensities in the spectr
of Ar–H2. This gives some evidence that the isotopic sub
tution transformation of the induced-dipole moment functi
does not introduce any qualitative changes into the spect
shape~cf. Sec. II!. Fig. 10 gives a more detailed insight int
the relative intensities of transitions which result from t
Dunker–Gordon model of the induced-dipole moment wh
it is reexpressed in the Jacobi coordinates of Ar–HD. Exh
ited in this figure are the relations between the total inten

ties of thea51,2,0 components of thePa( l̄ ,J5 l̄ ) transi-
tions in theS1(1) band. They look pretty much the same
the relations in the spectrum of Ar–H2 shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 7. Indeed, more precise estimations reveal
the differences do not exceed 10%. For example, the rela
intensities of the transitionsP2(5,5):P0(5,5):P1(5,5) in the
S1(1) bands of Ar–HD and Ar–H2 are 1:0.20:0.04 and
1:0.18:0.04, respectively.

Table VIII presents a quantitative characterization of t
lines which are well distinguished in the calculated conto
of theS1(1) band of the absorption spectrum of Ar–HD. Th
widths of the sharpP-, T-, and N lines are of order of
0.1– 0.2 cm21 and ca. 6–10 cm wider are the broadT- and
N-lines. The sharpT- and N-lines are redshifted relative to
the maxima of their closest broad lines~labeled with the

samel̄ -numbers! by about 0.5 cm21.
Obviously, the characterization of theS1(1) band pro-

vided in Table VIII and in Fig. 9 is too detailed to be verifi
able by comparison with the experimental spectrum p
lished in Ref. 1. One can merely state that the calcula
positions of the pairs of the broad and sharpT- andN lines
roughly agree with the maxima of the wavy contour seen
Fig. 3 of Ref. 1. The widths of theT- and N lines in the
S1(1) band are presented in Fig. 11 together with the wid
of lines in the corresponding regions of theQ1(1) and of the
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE VIII. S1(1) band of Ar–HD. Transition energiesDE and the widths of the final (G f) and initial (G i)
states~all in cm21!. Deviations between the widths listed and the ones resulting from the SAPT potentia
shown in parentheses as (xSAPT2x)3100 for x5G f ,G i .

Transitiona DE G f G i
b Transition DE G f G i

b

N2(10,10) 4032.54 0.10~4! 1.06 ~9! P2(6,6) 4046.473 0.10~2!
N2(10,11) 4032.89 0.22~5! 0.99 ~4! P2(5,5) 4047.171 0.11~2!
N2(9,9) 4033.76 0.11~4! 0.11 ~2! P2(4,4) 4047.859 0.12~3!
N2(9,10) 4034.14 0.25~8! 0.42 ~3! P2(3,3) 4048.356 0.18~7!
N2(8,8) 4035.377 0.12~4! 0.00 ~0! T1(1,1) 4057.547 0.22~6!
N2(8,9) 4035.84 0.27~6! 0.50 ~4! T1(2,2) 4059.838 0.17~5!
N2(7,7) 4037.348 0.12~4! T1(2,1) 4060.45 0.29~6! 0.52 (29)
N2(7,8) 4037.82 0.28~7! 0.60 ~5! T1(3,3) 4062.025 0.14~4!
N2(6,6) 4039.505 0.12~4! T1(3,2) 4062.57 0.25~5! 0.60 (23)
N2(6,7) 4039.96 0.29~8! 0.70 ~0! T1(4,4) 4064.090 0.11~4!
N2(5,5) 4041.793 0.11~4! T1(4,3) 4064.59 0.21~4! 0.60 (21)
N2(5,6) 4042.21 0.29~8! 0.78 ~7! T1(5,5) 4065.99 0.09~3!
N2(4,4) 4044.207 0.09~4! T1(5,4) 4066.47 0.17~4! 0.57 ~1!
N2(4,5) 4044.53 0.29~8! 0.85 ~9! T1(6,6) 4067.629 0.09~3!
P2(9,9) 4044.89 0.08~2! 0.11 ~2! T1(6,5) 4068.10 0.14~3! 0.52 ~1!
P2(8,8) 4045.241 0.07~2! 0.00 ~0! T1(7,7) 4068.84 0.59~4!
P2(7,7) 4045.813 0.09~2! T1(7,6) 4069.31 0.53~3! 0.46 ~0!

aCf. Table I.
bAn empty entry means a bound state.
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S1(0) bands. The widths calculated from the XC potent
are compared with the results from the SAPT potential.
perior accuracy of the SAPT results is exhibited by enclos
the experimental data available for theS1(0) band. Using the

FIG. 11. Widths of T~crosses!- and N ~circles! lines in theQ1(1), S1(0),
andS1(1) bands of the absorption spectrum of Ar–HD. Full lines—resu
from XC potential, dotted lines—results from SAPT potential. For theS1(0)
band, experimental data of Ref. 3 are shown with error bars.
Aug 2001 to 158.75.5.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
l
-
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SAPT widths as accuracy indicators, one can offer an e
mation of reliability of the calculated shape of theS1(1)
band. It says that all the lines may be actually wider: t
sharp ones by ca. 30% and the broadT- andN lines by ca.
5% and 13%, respectively. In consequence, the disparit
heights of the lines in the pairs seen in theT- andN regions
may be about 20% smaller. Thus, the predicted pattern
lines in theS1(1) band should be essentially correct.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The studies of the photoabsorption dynamics presen
in this paper and in Ref. 9 provide a complete theoreti
description of the near-infrared absorption spectrum of
Ar–HD complex whose accuracy is the best possible at
present stage of knowledge of the intermolecular interacti
~potentials!. All characteristics of the spectrum~line posi-
tions, widths, relative intensities, and shapes! are determined
and combined to produce the final theoretical contours of
particular bands. For the first time, included into the desc
tion are all four bands which were recorded in the first o
servation of Ar–HD,1 in 1974. The bands due to the absor
tion by the Ar–HD(v50,j 51) complex were not later
investigated because the experimental accuracy attainab
these bands was insufficient to extract information wh
could be used to generate better and better empirical po
tials for Ar–H2 (2D2,2HD). The present work indicate
that the Q1(1) and S1(1) bands of Ar–HD can serve a
convenient objects for studying the interplay between bou
and free components of the dynamics of photoabsorption
atom–diatom gas mixtures. These bands seem to be the
cases analyzed in which resonances in free–free phototra
tions ~transitions between predissociating states! manifest
themselves in such a significant way. Resonances of this
are dominant in the contour of theQ1(1) band. In theS1(1)
band, they are no less important than the resonance
bound–free phototransitions. The contour of theS1(1) band
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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is also interesting as a carrier of the effects of the asymme
isotopic substitution. In particular, a significant line appe
ance effect is encountered~consisting of an exposition of th
transitions betweenf parity states, overwhelmed in the spe
trum of Ar–H2 by lines due toe–e transitions!. Obviously, it
would be valuable if the pattern of lines found in theS1(1)
band of the simulated absorption spectrum of the Ar–H
complex could to some extent be confirmed experimenta

As to the methodological aspect of this work, the me
sage is that accurate evaluation of cross sections
collision-induced absorption in atom–diatom gas mixtur
fully accounting for the anisotropy of interactions~especially
as weak as that in the noble gas atom1hydrogen molecule
systems!, should not pose any problem when the stand
invariant imbedding technique of molecular scattering,
generalized log-derivative method, is employed. However
calculations aimed at determination of the ‘‘proper’’ CI
contours~due to direct free–free transitions!, it would cer-
tainly be desirable to have at one’s disposal a perturba
procedure which would make possible a substantial red
tion of the effort necessary to add the structures due to t
sitions involving metastable states of the complex. Work
such a procedure, which will give parameters of the Fa
resonance profiles in the CIA cross sections and will ther
facilitate integration over energy of initial free states, is u
derway.
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